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Philips Hue 802033 Lucca White Outdoor Wall Light

Specification

BRAND: Philips Hue
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LIGHT TYPE: LED
WATTAGE:5 watts
BULB SHAPE SIZE: A19
USAGE: Residential
LIGHT COLOR: Warm White
VOLTAGE: 120 Volts
UNIT COUNT: 0 Count
COLOR TEMPERATURE: 2700 Kelvin
LUMINOUS FLUX: 550 Lumen
SHAPE: ST19
MATERIAL: Aluminum
CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Normal bulb
INDOOR/OUTDOOR USAGE: Outdoor

Introduction

With Philips Hue outdoor lighting, you can automate your lights for peace of mind. Add color to your outdoor space.
The lucca dusk to dawn wall lamp can be linked to your current Hue hub to use all of the smart features including
scheduling, geofencing, and control while you’re away from home. The outdoor light wall lantern from Lucca is
completely weatherproof. Hue Bridge is not incorporated. Included is an 800-lumen color white A19.

Product appearance may vary from image shown.
This product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with the
construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved.









FAQs

What is the difference between buying this and just buying a normal outdoor fixture with a Hue bulb?

With the fixture you can use light bulbs that are significantly brighter than the Philips Hue bulbs currently available.

What does the installation consist of? I assume the hub is wireless? Is the fixture a simple 2-wire + ground?

Two wires. The bracket is enclosed that attached to the existing electrical box. We placed the brackets then attached
the outer casing’s mount (which has bulb socket) on the bracket, screwed in the bulb and then seated the outer
casing which has a screw on top and below.

How easy is it to change a bulb in this fixture?

There are two small screws on the outer casing (one on top the other below) and then the outer component which is
the main aspect of what you see pictured can be removed and the bulb is accessible.

Is it OK to mount the Icara outdoor light facing down instead of up?

In my experience if it isn’t indicated that you can mount either direction you probably shouldn’t. Most outdoor light
fixtures are designed to be installed in wet areas so water doesn’t pool inside. If mounted upside down when not
designed that way it could lead to fire or premature disintegration from the inside out.



Does this need to be wired to the mains?

Yes, it needs to be wired to the mains.

Does it have a camera?

This model has no camera.

No motion sensor?

No, it does not have any motion sensor.

Is this light paintable? I hate that black seems to be the only color option available.

It has a “scratched-type surface” so I would think so. I’d say sand it lightly, then tape it off, because the bulbs don’t
come out.

Is this compatible with the Ring Bridge?

No, it is not compatible with the Ring Bridge.

does it work on 230V?

Probably not.

Can this light be mounted “upside down” on the sofit?

Hue says no. But mine is with rubber seal and silicone sealer.

Can I use this with 220/240-volt power supply?

No, you cannot use it with 220/240-volt power.

Does it come in bug yellow?

It comes with a Hue white-only bulb, so out of the package it doesn’t do yellow. But you can put a “Philips Hue White
and Color Ambiance A19 60W Equivalent Dimmable LED Smart Light Bulb” in it. Then you can set any color you like.

How is this fixture with winter conditions?

So far, so good! We have had a couple of weeks of sub-zero temps. Lowest going down to “minus 28” and the light is
still working perfectly. I’ve only had this lamp installed for a few months & it’s all been in the Winter time. Hope they
continue to work. Have it connected to Alexa so it’s all hand-free on/off.

Can you use this with an existing dusk till dawn sensor? My house has the dusk till dawn sensor hardwired
into the electrical system.

If you can use that sensor to act as a switch for lights being on/off then yes it will work. However, you will only get the
default brightness of 100%. If you want to do anything more complex, you will need to use a Phillips hub or other
compatible home automation control software.
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